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Environmentally extended input output
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Raw Material Equivalents
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Total Material Requirement
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1 Introduction
The World Resources Forum (WRF) is the science-based platform for sharing knowledge
about the economic, political, social and environmental implications of the extraction, use
and management of natural resources. Its main activities are the annual flagship World
Resources Forum conference, which is held every 2 years in Davos, Switzerland, and every
2 years in another part of the World.
The WRF secretariat is interested in the development of an integrated ‘resource use’ or
‘resource-efficiency’ index of nations, as a counterpart of the well-known Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) that measures economic activity of nations. The WRF secretariat has granted
the Institute of Environmental Sciences (CML) of Leiden University, the Netherlands, a
budget for a small pilot project that should result in a discussion paper (and if possible some
quantitative examples) of how such an integrated indicator could be formulated.
In the last 25 years, the community of sustainability scientists has done a lot of work on
material flow indicators, life cycle impact assessment indicators, and resource footprint
indicators for e.g. water, land and resources. As we will show in this discussion paper, many
of the discussions about what is the ‘best’ indicator have been far from concluded. It is
hence inevitable that any attempt to produce an integrated ‘resource use’ or ‘resource
efficiency’ index will be based on value choices. This is nothing new: as will be shown in
section 3, the now widely accepted ‘Human development index (HDI)’ as produced by the
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) is also based on a reasoned, but in essence
reductionist selection of indicators and one specific weighting method. In this first attempt,
the only thing we can do is come to reasoned choices and being transparent about them.
We also do not see the suggested indices as final – we rather would offer them as first
proposals that can kick-start a discussion over the next years, allowing for refinement of the
approach, until – like happened with GDP, HDI and other now well accepted indicators – a
consensus will arise in due time. We further do not see a priori that the indicators proposed
would have a different applicability across different countries – the indicators proposed
measure what they measure, impartially, although as usual interpretation of values by
country and comparisons across countries always needs care. A point may be that certain
countries may have more capabilities for in-depth data gathering as others, but as will be
shown later our feeling is that many of the indicators proposed can be composed using
globally available data sets from e.g. the International Energy Agency (IEA) and the Food
and Agricultural Organisation (FAO).
This report is build up as follows
a) Chapter 2 gives some policy backgrounds, and options of how to structure resourceindices in general, next to deliberations about data inventory
b) Chapter 3 discusses possible reference indicators, such as GDP and HDI, to assess
resource efficiency
c) Chapter 4 discusses possible indicators for individual resource categories (e.g.
water, land, materials)
d) Chapter 5 discusses how such indicators for resource categories could be weighted
e) Chapter 6 ends with reflections, key deliberations and relevant choices, conclusions
and suggestions.
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2 Considerations in building a resource use or resourceefficiency index
2.1

Introduction

Various important economic blocks in the world have already developed some sort of a
resource policy. China has embraced the ‘circular economy’ concept. Japan is pursuing a 3R
(Reduce, Re-use, Recycling) strategy. And the European Union (EU) has launched two
major Communications in this field, one on the Resource-efficiency Roadmap (EC, 2011)
another on the Circular economy (EC, 2014). In relation, the scientific community has
developed during the last 20-25 years ample of thoughts about how to define indicators for
resource use and resource-efficiency, of which the economy-wide Material flow framework
and various resource footprinting methods are best known.
In this section we want to discuss
a) Environment versus economy, and the key difference between production based and
consumption based resource indicators
b) Options for practical data inventory
c) Some policy and scientific backgrounds, and possible definitions
d) Resources to be considered
e) Options for data inventory with regard to resource indicators

2.2

Environment versus economy and production versus consumption

2.2.1 Environment versus economy
The United Nations System of Economic and Environmental Accounts (UN SEEA), like
methods for e.g. product Life cycle assessment, and prominent scientific publications, make
a clear distinction between the economy and environment. Figure 2.1 gives an extension of
a visualisation provided in a recent UNEP International Resources Panel report (Hertwich et
al, 2010). In short, it distinguishes an economic system (divided in life cycles of extraction,
manufacturing, use and waste management of products) that provides income and job
satisfaction, and ultimately well-being, next to a natural system from which resources are
extracted and emissions and waste is expelled. Further, capital stocks related to the social,
economic and natural dimension are present. Resource extractions and emissions form
pressures on the natural system, impacting it and altering its state. Note further that this
conceptualisation frames the economy as being a sub-system (and hence limited by) the
Natural system (c.f. Griggs et al, 2013, Daly and Cobb, 1989).
Figure 2.1 allows for conceptual development of indicators at a global level. Usually,
however, one wants to understand issues with regard to resource use and relations to other
(economic and social) performance indicators at country level. Emissions and resource
extractions can be monitored at the level of sectors within a country, usually called the
production perspective. This says however little about how emissions and resource use
relate to consumption in a country – in our globalising economy trade has become more and
more important, and the emissions and resource use to make a specific product can take
place in a totally different country as where the product is consumed.
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Figure 2.1: The Earth’s natural system and economic system, resource extraction and
emissions, and capital stocks

2.2.2 Production versus consumption
We need hence an environmental accounting system that makes such relations visible, and
can both cover production-based or territorial emissions and resource use, and
consumption-based emissions and resource use.
As a start, it is always needed to make an inventory of emissions and resource extraction in
that country. This gives the production oriented or territorial emissions and resource use.
One can then look at imports and export statistics, and try to assess the emissions and
resource use in the supply chains of imports, next to trying to calculate the emissions and
resource use related to exports. The consumption-based emissions then can be estimated
by calculating the territorial/production based emissions/resource use plus those related to
imports minus those related to exports (see Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Production versus consumption based accounts, example for the EU 1

1

Figure produced by DG JRC IES, European Platform
http://eplca.jrc.ec.europa.eu/?page_id=95, accessed 12.02.2015
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2.3

Options for practical data inventory

2.3.1 Introduction
There are in essence two approaches to create an inventory of resource extractions related
to the production and consumption of a country. The first are so-called Multi-regional
environmentally extended input output (MR EE IO) approaches, discussed in section 2.3.2.
The second are so-called co-efficient approaches, discussed in section 2.3.3.
Note in this that this data inventory at the level of resource extraction and economic relations
is – similar to the life cycle inventory step in Life cycle assessment (LCA) – the most timeconsuming issue. It is these basic data that change from year to year and in principle have to
be gathered from year to year. Aggregation of e.g. such extraction data for individual
resources to e.g. indices for e.g. water or material use as discussed in chapter 4, is in
essence an aggregation step for which a method needs to be developed, but in most cases
does not need any new data gathering. The clearest example is the aggregation of different
energy carriers to MJ energy extracted: using the average energy content per carrier, one
can do this aggregation for different years without major mistakes. As discussed further in
chapter 5 the further aggregation of resource extraction indices to a single indicator again is
mainly a methodological issue, without the need for an annual data gathering exercise. So,
as in Life cycle impact assessment, the aggregation step to indicators and indices can be
scientifically very challenging, but once solved, is a ‘piece of cake’ provided the underlying
economic and resource extraction data are available.
Section 2.3.4 will discuss in more detail some of the relative advantages of the EE IO and
co-efficient approaches when it comes down to data inventory and –availability.

2.3.2 MR EE IO approaches and data availability
Introduction
So-called ‘Multi-regional Environmentally Extended Supply and Use/Input-Output Tables’
(MR EE SUT/IOT) are now widely seen as the most promising approach to create such an
accounting system (see figure 2.3). In short, a SUT / IOT shows a country’s total economy,
with production divided in a few dozen industry sectors, and consumption divided into a few
dozen product (and service) groups. The tables show how much each industry sector
produces of these specific products (output) – for instance, how many cars, expressed in
Euros, the car industry in that country produces. The tables also show for each industry
sector how much of other products they need to realise this production (input) – e.g. the
amount of steel, glass, plastics, electricity and electronics the car industry in that country
needs to produce the output of cars. Furthermore, for each industry one can identify the
primary resource use and emissions (‘environmental extensions’) – for instance land use by
the agricultural sector, or CO2 emissions by the electricity production sector. At country
level, it now becomes possible to analyse how the economy is interconnected. For instance,
for the final use of cars by consumers, it becomes possible to analyse how much production
value was contributed by the car industry, the glass production industry, the steel industry,
and so on. But since we also know for each industry the emissions and primary resource
extraction per Euro, we can estimate now the total primary resource extraction and life cycle
emissions for the total consumption of cars in that country. This example is for one country
only, and we know that imports and exports in the current global economy are substantial.
So, one also must understand the emissions and primary resource use involved in imports.
For that, one needs to create EE SUT/IOTs for the most important economies of the world,
and identify the trade flows between countries. This then gives the aforementioned MR EE
SUT, which gives a rather detailed picture of all linkages between production and
consumption in the global economy.
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Figure 2.3: A multi-regional Supply and Use Table (SUT) with extensions for 3
countries/regions. Each country/region is split up in industry sectors showing emissions and
resource extractions per sector as extensions. Each industry sector per country/region has
product inputs and outputs from/to other sectors and regions (usually measured in economic
units, but it is equally possible to give them in physical units). Since all economic links are
present in this figure, the environmental interventions in each industry sector can be
allocated to the final use of specific products in each region

Data availability and other considerations
The key advantage of an MR EE IO database is that it provides consistent data for all
countries covered in that database including all trade relations, and hence allows calculating
resource footprints for all these countries in one go (compare Tukker et al, 2014). Further,
the MR EE IO approach has as important advantage that value chains across various
countries can be followed, relevant for the highly internationalised supply chains of
manufactured products.
A clear drawback is that creating an MR EE IO is laborious. The research community has
created about 4-5 major databases, of which 2 (EXIOBASE and EORA) show a high sector
and product detail and provide a lot of environmental extensions making them suitable for
use in environmental analyses (e.g. Tukker and Dietzenbacher, 2013; Lenzen et al., 2013;
Tukker et al., 2013)2. Particularly creating the economic Multi-regional input-output core is
crucial, since that implies gathering IO tables from different countries in the world, and
linking them via trade. Since IO tables of individual countries are not consistent, this
inevitably implies adjusting data in country tables and/or adjusting classifications 3.
2

3

A high product detail in sectors like agriculture, mining and electricity production is not crucial for economic
analysis, but very relevant for environmental analyses. Sub-sectors of these areas can have highly different
impact intensities; compare e.g. the emissions from electricity generation by coal or electricity generation from
hydropower.
Statistical agencies often do not appreciate such adjustments, although the inconsistency at global level is a
hard fact and only can be solved if Statistical agencies harmonize their data so that they make up a consistent
global picture. The clearest example is the issue of ‘trade with aliens’. All IO tables of individual countries from
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The resource use data by sector are less crucial, since if there are no data at national level
these can be gathered from databases with a good global coverage, and allocation of these
resource use or resource extraction data to industry sectors usually is straightforward. These
include the IEA database (energy carriers), FAOSTAT and Aquastat (biomass production by
crop, wood production, water use, land use) and databases from the US and other
Geological surveys (extraction of other materials).

2.3.3 Co-efficient approaches and data availability
Particularly for water and land use often other, so-called co-efficient approaches are used as
well. In this approach, a single country is put central which in essence is depicted as a black
box (unlike in the MR EE IO approach, that discerns economic transactions in a country).
Where MR EE IO tables discern at best 200 product groups, co-efficient approaches can
make full use of the detailed international trade databases, discerning some 5000 products
and several 100 agricultural products, which dominate land use and water use. Agricultural
production and related water use in physical terms is covered in great detail by FAO
databases. Imported agricultural products usually are produced in the country of exports,
with no further supply chains behind it that entail important levels of water or land use. If one
hence then knows, say the physical amount of bananas imported from Costa Rica to
Germany, and one knows the average land use and water use per ton bananas grown in
Costa Rica, the land and water embodied in this banana trade can be estimated with a
reasonable level of detail and accuracy. In essence such co-efficient approaches,
particularly for water and land use, hence use similar or even the same resource extraction
databases as the MR EE IO approach (i.e. FAOSTAT, Aquastat).
Co-efficient approaches also have been applied for e.g. the materials embodied in trade, but
in that case Life cycle inventory databases have been used to estimate the primary resource
extractions related to e.g. a ton of imports of a specific product. An advantage of this
approach is that the corresponding ‘Raw material equivalents (RME)’ of a ton of imports give
a statistical agency a simply way to use their official import and export data to calculate the
primary material extraction in imports (cf. Schoer et al, 2012). A disadvantage is that a totally
different type of data-sources is introduced, and that the RME is calculated just for the
country from which a product is imported – where many components of that product may
have been made elsewhere.

2.3.4 Reflections
As indicated primary data mining is one of the main challenges in creating a resourceefficiency index of nations, rather than developing a method for the calculating of the
resource-indicators and resource-index itself. The latter is an effort, but once – as discussed
in this document – a method has been chosen or further developed, the index can be
calculated with a ‘push on the button’, whereas the initial data always need to be inventoried
per year.
Some considerations which data gathering approach will be followed are the following:
a) A comparative ‘resource index of nations’ is best based on a single database using
consistently gathered data, for all countries and all types of resources the index has
to cover.
statistical agencies include imports and exports from and to that country. If one however adds up all the
imports and all the imports of all countries having them available, covering >95% of the global GDP, one ends
up with clear differences in total global imports and global exports that cannot be explained by imports and
exports from and to the few remaining countries. But at global level imports and exports obviously must be
balanced. This must be solved by changing imports and exports of countries, and hence altering national IO
tables.
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b) Primary resource use and extraction data can be obtained from national institutes in
specific countries, but for countries without official data they can be rather easily
gathered from major international databases (e.g. FAOSTAT and Aquastat for land
use, biotic material extraction and water extraction; IEA for extraction of energy
carriers, and USGS for extraction of other materials).
c) Next to national production-oriented or territorial resource use data consumptionoriented data are needed reflecting the life cycle ‘resource footprint’ of the
consumption in a nation.
d) Co-efficient approaches have been used for calculating the ecological and water
footprint, usually relying on global resource use databases for land and water like
FAOSTAT and Aquastat in combination import and export databases that somehow
have been harmonized by third parties (e.g. Hoekstra and Mekonnen (2012);
Wackernagel et al,, (2005).
e) For material resources, a co-efficient approach requires calculating ‘Raw material
equivalents (RMEs)’ for a large set of products for all countries covered. This is not
only a significant job, but will lead to major inconsistences. The Domestic (material)
extraction used per country is usually based on data from Geological surveys (e.g.
USGS). The materials embodied in consumption are however in part based on the
Life cycle assessments performed for calculating the RMEs for imports and exports.
By this, it is virtually certain that the total Domestic (material) extraction used for all
countries together (i.e. the total global material extraction), will not equal the
calculated materials embodied in consumption for all countries together. These
however should be by definition the same.
f) The MR EE IO approach in principle provides an elegant approach in which all trade
relations and resource extraction data are gathered in a consistent framework at
global level. In MR EE IO the extraction and primary use of resources is by definition
consistent with the resource use embodied in final consumption.
g) Building global MR EE IOs – particularly their economic cores – is a major job. For
environmental assessments, a rather high detail in sectors like agriculture, resource
extraction and electricity generation is needed. Most countries have the building
blocks for national EE IOs available (IO tables and/or resource extraction data as
discussed under b). But building global MR EE IOs by nature exceeds a mandate of
an individual statistical office, International organisations (OECD, UN Statistical
Division, the UN Commission on Economic and Environmental Accounts) have
started discussions on building Global MR EE IOs but official, detailed Global MR EE
IOs are unlikely to be available on the short term.
From the above, it seems that the MR EE IO approach is the most promising way forwards
for data gathering and organisation. For WRF, it seems however most practical for this
moment to avoid practical data gathering but to use one of the global research databases
that has for many countries for which the WRF wants to cover the data already available.

2.4

Some policy and scientific backgrounds, and possible definitions

The EU’s Resource efficiency roadmap was faced with the problem that the ‘ideal’ indicator
for resource use or resource efficiency does not yet exits. Pragmatically the Roadmap
suggests as so-called headline indicator the Domestic Material Consumption (DMC) over
Gross domestic product (GDP). The DMC is simply said the weight of national resource
extraction plus the weight of imported goods minus the weight of exported goods. This
indicator has two clear drawbacks:
a) It does not cover all resources, most notably land and water
b) It allows for the possibility of burden shifting, i.e. that countries stop in part mining
primary resources (which lowers DMC) and import finished goods instead (of which
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the DMC only counts the weight of the imported product, rather than all primary
materials needed to produce that product)
The Resource efficiency roadmap hence suggests to complement DMC/GDP with a
dashboard of other key indicators, covering carbon, water, land and resources. From section
2 one can deduct that such resource-related indicators can be formulated from a production
perspective and a consumption perspective, next to being related to the resource-extraction
itself (pressure indicator) and the impacts of resource-extraction (impact indicator). In a
study for the Resource-efficiency roadmap, Mudgal et al. (2012), further expanded in the
DESIRE project (Giljum et al, 2013), suggested a classification of indicators as shown in
Figure 2.44.
Figure 2.4: Basket of resource use relevant indicators (Mudgal et al., 2012)

Note further that the indicators in Figure 2.4 are related to resource use itself, and do not say
much yet about resource-efficiency. Resource efficiency has two dimensions, being the use
of resources on the one hand and the value created on the other hand. The value is usually
expressed in economic terms, but includes also technological efficiency. Technological
efficiency refers to the minimisation of resource losses along the production chain.
Resource productivity is a related concept and might be seen as the counterpart of resource
intensity. It expresses the value that is derived out of resources. Resource productivity can
be defined as the value obtained per unit of resource. This value can be expressed in
monetary terms, but can also refer to the fulfilment of a specific function or service, or a
group of functions. Whereas resource intensity is typically expressed in units like kg/euro,
resource productivity has a dimension of euro/kg. Using this framework, we come to Table
2.1. Note that apart from value expressed in economic terms (e.g. Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) at national level), as will be further explained in chapter 3 also indicators related to life
satisfaction and well-being could be considered5.
4

Note that Figure 2.3 can be criticized for the following reasons. It does not only look at resource uses, but also
mixes things up with impacts. Some impacts, like territorial GHG emissions are not even fully related to
resources, but also due to land use change, agricultural processes, etc.
5
Other reference values include: Added value at product or sector level (resulting in e.g. euro/kg resource; at this
level it is often quite difficult to develop non-economic reference values as suggested in chapter 3); number of
people using the resource (e.g. DMC per capita); indicators for specific functions (e.g. kg oil per km transport,
MJ delivered energy, m2 dwelling)
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Table 2.1: Types of ‘resource efficiency’ indicators (adapted from Huppes and Ishikawa,
2005)
Economic (production)
Euro / resource use

€ / unit resource use
Resource productivity

resource use / euro

Resource use / €
Resource intensity

2.5

Environmental
(resource
saving)
€ / unit avoided resource
extraction
Costs of resource saving
Avoided resource extraction / €
cost effectiveness of resource
saving

Deliberations about resource categories to be considered

“Resources” is sometimes used as a very broad concept, including all raw materials and
services of the environment. Next to metals or fossil fuels, also water, air and soil, even
down to biodiversity and cultural landscape are considered resources. For the purpose of
this paper, we propose to take a somewhat narrower view and define resources as raw
materials that we extract from the environment in order to use them in the economic
processing and final use. These raw materials include metals, non-metallic minerals, fossil
fuels, biomass (from both forestry and agriculture), and natural water supplied that we
extract and process for use by households, industry and agriculture. It also includes the land
we use during agricultural and forestry production. These resources are extracted from
nature to supply society with its need for energy, food, cleaning services, transport, shelter
etc. In this narrower view, resources do not include emissions, environmental quality or
impacts on human and ecosystem health from either the extraction, processing, use or
waste management of these resources. In this way, we maintain a clear distinction between
resource (availability, scarcity) itself and other impacts of economic processes involving
resources including resource extraction, processing, use and waste management.
In essence, we face a scoping discussion around the following questions:
x A first question if one just wants to look at resource use as such, or also to the
impacts of resource use. Looking at resource use as such requires mainly some
simple accounting exercises (e.g. the amount of water, land and resources used),
whereas taking impacts into account complicates things, but also makes analyses
more meaningful (e.g. for water use, scarcity in the area where water is extracted is
taken into account). In this discussion paper we took the position that impacts at least
to some extent need to be taken into account.
x The second question is if one wants to take into account all impacts of resource
extraction, transformation, use and waste management (i.e. the life cycle of a
resource), or merely those related to resource extraction itself.
One can in fact discern three levels of how one wants to account for resource use and
related impacts:
1. Level 1: impacts of resources used are not accounted for. This leads to for instance a
simple addition of water extraction in m3, without taking into account that water
extracted in river basins with water scarcity is worse as water extractions from river
basins with abundant water.
2. Level 2: impacts of resources are included, as far as this has to do with extraction
and scarcity. In the example of water above, one would assess water extraction from
river basins where water scarcity exists as less desirable.
3. Level 3: impacts of resources are included, including all emissions over the full life
cycle of extraction, transformation, use and waste management. An example of this
is the Environmentally Weighted Material Consumption (EMC) indicator, that adds up
the use of materials as a function of volume and life cycle impact.
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We propose to use in this discussion paper for level 2, since level 1 clearly leads to a too
simplistic approach, while level 3 makes things extremely complicated. Resources are used
in numerous products. The impacts of products can be mapped adopting techniques such as
Life cycle assessment (LCA) results in impact scores for products or Input-Output Analysis
resulting in impact scores for product groups and nations. However, we are aiming for a
resource efficiency index of nations in this paper and not for an environmental footprint of
nations. The impacts of products and product groups can only partially be attributed to the
resources used in those product (groups). Mapping the impacts of resources only over the
full life cycle of the resource would thus lead to all kinds of allocation discussions6. To keep
things manageable, we here opt for just taking impacts of resource extraction into account.
Box 2.1: Definition of resources
For the purpose of this paper, we define resources as raw materials that we extract from the environment in
order to use them in the economic processes and goods. These raw materials include metals, non-metallic
minerals, fossil fuels, natural biomass (including biomass produced by forestry and agriculture), and natural
water supplies that we extract and process for use by households, industry and agriculture. This definition
excludes emissions, environmental quality or impacts on human and ecosystem health from either the
extraction, processing, use or waste management of these resources. In this way, we maintain a clear
distinction between resource (availability, scarcity) itself and other impacts of economic processes involving
resources including resource extraction, processing, use and waste management. Note that in this we further
used a definition of resources common in the Material flow analysis community, that includes forestry and
agricultural products as resources extracted from nature. An alternative view is seeing such materials being
produced via processes in the economic system.

This position creates some tension between the approach proposed in this paper and the
discussion in section 2.3 and the EU’s Resource Efficiency Roadmap. As indicated, that
Roadmap presented a dashboard of indicators including materials, land, water and
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. In the demarcation suggested in the above, GHG
emissions do not fit the definition. Carbon as a resource might fit in: this can be linked to
fossil fuels and biomass. We propose to include the following rough categories of resources:
x Materials, following the convention in Material Flow Analysis (MFA) discerning:
o Fossil fuels
o Metals
o Other minerals, including construction minerals and industrial minerals
o Biomass, including biomass harvested from agriculture and forestry, and
biomass taken from nature.
x Water, in so far it is used as a resource for drinking, cleaning, agriculture and
industry, therefore excluding water as an environmental compartment
x Land, broken down to
o Built-up land
o Agricultural land
o Forestry land
o Unused land (nature).

6

In the Environmentally weighted Material Consumption this allocation has been done, but there allocation
choices have been made as well: “For every considered material, an estimate is made of its contribution to
environmental problems throughout its life cycle. This includes not only the impacts related to the material
itself, but also the impacts of auxiliary materials, energy used for its extraction and production, emissions of
impurities and pollutants included in the material during use or waste treatment, etcetera. Energy use in the
consumption phase is not allocated to the materials chains. We consider this energy use - for example, petrol
in cars or electricity for computers - to be related to products rather than materials. It is difficult to allocate the
use of energy to the individual materials a product is composed of, and quite often the energy use is hardly
related to these materials. Energy use in the consumption phase however is not excluded from the EMC: it is
included in the chains of fossil fuels, and any change due to shifts to less energy-intensive products will
bevisible in the EMC (van der Voet et al., 2005: 7).
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In many resource categories, challenges occur with the supply, either already now or in the
foreseeable future. However, most, if not all, of the options for meeting future demand turn
out to have consequences for resources other than that which is targeted. These resource
“linkages” can severely constrain potential solutions. Because all major resource categories
are challenged in this way, a quantitative understanding of the linkages is very important for
exploring pathways toward sustainable development (see Box 2.2).
Box 2.2: Linkages between resource uses
There are different types of linkages that may be important:
x
Via urbanisation: a larger share of the growing world population lives in cities. There will be an
increased need for infrastructure, such as industrialized water supplies and wastewater treatment
facilities. Water infrastructure has a high energy demand as well as significant material requirements.
Emission reduction technologies attached to waste and water treatment plants, power plants, and other
such large-scale facilities are necessary in urban areas to keep up environmental quality. If
implemented on a large scale, the quantity of materials involved is large. The use of emission reduction
technologies, such as CCS, may reduce CO2 emissions, but it also reduces energy efficiency
considerably.
x
Via an increased difficulty in accessing resources as a result of an ever and rapidly growing demand.
Declining ore grades, for example, have substantial energy and water implications. Biomass supply for
a growing population (food and energy) may lead to increased pressure on land as well as on water
resources; agriculture already accounts for 70% of the world’s total water use. To offset a declining
supply and meet future demand, energy-intensive efforts (e.g., purification of polluted resources or
desalinization of seawater) may be needed to ensure the water supply.
x
Via the envisaged energy transition: the viability and upscaling of alternative energy pathways. To
supply the world with a significant share of bioenergy, for example, biomass production will have to rise
by an order of magnitude. A shift to bio-based energy, therefore, has dramatic implications for land and
water use, and is likely to encounter constraints quite quickly. A large-scale transition to solar energy
technology may meet constraints in rare metal resources.
x
Via environmental degradation as a results of resource use. A continued use of fossil energy sources,
for example, may harm the potential for biomass production via climate change, especially via changes
in precipitation patterns. Water quality degradation may increase as a result of the agrochemicals
needed to secure the (increased) supply of biomass. Similarly, the increased need for mining can have
consequences for water depletion and water quality degradation, especially when mines are located in
water-poor regions.
These linkages are very important and ideally should be included in a system of resource efficiency indicators.
As there are still many unknowns in this area, this may not be feasible yet. However including them in a forward
looking indicator system for resource efficiency would be indicated.

2.6

Reflection and conclusions

This section indicates that it is important to include the classical, sharp distinction between
an economic system that extracts resources and expels emissions and waste to the natural
system. The indicator system further should distinguish between a production-oriented and a
consumption-oriented perspective. We further see that indicator systems often distinguish
land, water and materials as resource inputs into the economy, whereas often also energy
use and related GHG emissions are included. The latter is controversial, since GHG are
emissions, and not inherently related to resource extraction. Finally, we see that to
calculated resource-efficiency indicators some reference for economic activity or well-being
has to be chosen. We therefore discuss in section 3 GDP and alternative reference
indicators, whereas in section 4 we zoom in further on how indicators for land use, water
use, materials use and energy use and related GHG could be defined.
This section further indicated that selection and calculation of indicators is probably a minor
job compared to gathering primary data to calculate the indicators. For pragmatic reasons, it
is suggested that WRF for now will use one of the existing, major so-called MR EE IO
research databases in which economic and resource extraction data are stored at global
level.
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3 Economic reference or ‘outcome’ indicator
3.1

Introduction

Increased well-being of its citizens is generally the ultimate goal of a modern society.
Usually, increasing the well-being and higher development of a society requires more
resources. As indicated in the introduction, it is therefore useful to relate resource use of a
country to indicators for well-being and development, to arrive at a measure for resourceefficiency. The traditional reference value for well-being and development is the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), but in the context of the ‘Beyond GDP’ debate other indicators for
well-being have been proposed, for instance the Human Development Index (HDI), ‘Happy
life years’ (HLY), Better Life Index (BLI) and others like the Genuine Progress Indicator
(GPI), the Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISED), Adjusted Net Savings, etc. .
As indicated in the introduction, for the purpose of this discussion paper we want to focus on
‘outcome’ indicators, i.e. indicators that provide some measure of quality of life of citizens of
nations. For this reason we will not consider e.g. the GPI, ISEW or similar indicators as
economic reference, since they measure already in some form resource use or resource
depletion, which we want to keep separately to measure economic outcomes against. Below
we discuss in some more detail GDP, HDI, HLY, BLI whereas summarizing some other
‘Beyond GDP’ indicators in Box 3.1
Box 3.1: Some ‘Beyond GDP’ indicators
Adjusted net saving (ANS) measures the true rate of saving in an economy after taking into account investments
in human capital, depletion of natural resources and damages caused by pollution7.
Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW) The ISEW and GPI based on the concept of sustainable
income, i.e. the amount a person or an economy can consume at one point in time without decreasing
consumption in future (Daly and Cobb, 1989; cf. Hicks, 1946). In its simplest form, the ISEW can be calculated
as the sum of private consumption, non-market services generating welfare, increase in capital stock and
balance of international trade, minus costs of deterioration of nature and natural resources, crime, defensive
8
expenditures, reduction of leisure time .
Genuine progress indicator (GPI). The GPI uses the same conceptual approach as ISEW but is somewhat more
comprehensive in its coverage of elements for with the GDP has to be adjusted (see e.g. Costanza et al., 2004).

3.2

Gross domestic product

Gross domestic product (GDP) is defined by Organistion for Economic Collaboration and
Development (OECD) as "an aggregate measure of production equal to the sum of the gross
values added of all resident institutional units engaged in production (plus any taxes, and
minus any subsidies, on products not included in the value of their outputs)” 9 The GDP of a
country can be determined in 3 ways, that in principle all should give the same value:
x Expenditure approach: GDP (Y) is the sum of consumption (C), investment (I),
government spending (G) and net exports (X – M).
x Production approach: GDP sum of gross value added (value of product and service
output minus input of intermediate products and services) by all resident producers in

7

http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/ENVIRONMENT/EXTDATASTA/0,,contentMDK:210618
47~menuPK:2935543~pagePK:64168445~piPK:64168309~theSitePK:2875751,00.html (accessed 12 October
2014)
8
http://rprogress.org/sustainability_indicators/genuine_progress_indicator.htm (accessed 12 October 2014)
9
http://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=1163, accessed 12 October 2014
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x

the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the
value of the products.
Income approach: GDP is measured as the sum of all incomes, i.e. GDP =
Compensation of employees + Rent + Interest + Proprietor’s Income + Corporate
Profits + Indirect business taxes + Depreciation + Net foreign factor income.

Statistical offices often use the system of Supply and Use tables/Input Output tables to
reconcile these three approaches of calculating GDP. In a SUT/IOT all elements to calculate
GDP via the different routes are present, and in a balanced SUT/IOT GDP calculated via any
of these approaches should be equal.

3.3

Human development index

The Human Development Index (HDI) was created by the United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) in 1990 in recognition that people and their capabilities should be the key
criterion for assessment of development of a country, rather than economic growth per se. It
was developed by a team lead by the Pakistani economist Mahbub ul Haq inspired a.o. by
the capabilities approach developed by the Indian economist Amartya Sen. The HDI
measures the achievement of countries in three key dimensions of human development:
providing long and healthy lives, education and knowledge, and a decent standard of living
(see figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: steps in calculating HDI (UNDP, 2014)

Minimum and maximum values are used as ‘goalposts’ to transform the indicators expressed
in different units into indices between 0 and 1. For life expectancy, the ‘natural zero’ is set at
20 years since no country in the 20th century had a lower life expectancy. The aspirational
goal for life expectancy has been set at 85 years. For education, societies can subsist
without formal education, justifying a minimum of 0 years. The maximum is 18 years,
equivalent to achieving an MSc degree in most countries. For income, the minimum is set a
Gross National Income of 100$, whereas the maximum is set at 75.000$, a value above
which extra income gives virtually no gain in human development (e.g. Kahneman and
Deaton, 2010). Using for a country the actual life expectancy at birth, mean years of
schooling, expected years of schooling and GNI per capita in purchasing power parity,
indices are calculated as follows (UNDP, 2014):
x

Health index or Life expectancy index (LEI): (Life expectancy – 20) / 85 – 20

x

Education index (EI): (MYSI + EYSI) / 2
o Mean Years of Schooling index (MYSI) = MYS / 15
o Expected Years of Schooling index (EYSI) = EYS /18

x

Income index (II)= (ln (GNI per capita) – Ln (100) ) / (ln (75.000)- ln (100))
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UNDP (2014) considered that the translation from income to capabilities is most likely
concave, i.e. each additional dollar of income has a smaller effect on expanding capabilities.
For this reason, for the income index the natural logarithm of the actual, minimum and
maximum value is used.
Finally, the HDI is calculated as by multiplying all three indices and taking the cube root of
this multiplication:
x

3.4

HDI = (LEI * EI * II) 1/3

Happy life expectancy / happy life years

The Happy Life Expectancy (HLE) is a concept developed by prof. Ruut Veenhoven of the
Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR). The basic indicator is proposed in the paper “Happy
Life-Expectancy, A Comprehensive Measure of Quality-of Life in Nations”, which appeared
in the journal Social Indicators Research in 1996 (Veenhoven, 1996). Veenhoven argues
that HLE may be a better indicator of quality of life than others as it relies on subjective
measures of happiness, as opposed indicators like the HDI that use an arbitrary set of
aspects/determinants for quality of life, arbitrary weighting across these aspects, and limited
universal value across culture and time. The use of Happiness and the Happy Life
Expectancy as indicators was significantly enhanced by the development of the new
economics foundation (nef, 2012) of the ‘Happy Planet Index’, that plots the HLE of nations
against the Ecological footprint of nations (being a measure of resource pressure caused by
nations), and the publication of the World Happiness Report by the Sustainable
Development Solutions Network (SDSN; Helliwell et al, 2013). The main difference between
the SDSN and nef is that nef does not use happiness on its own, but includes life
expectancy in its indicator.
Both the new economics foundation as the SDSN draw data for average levels of well-being
by country from responses to the ‘ladder of life question’ in the Gallup World Poll. This poll
uses samples of around 1000 individuals aged 15 or older in each of more than 150
countries. The question asked is:
Please imagine a ladder with steps numbered from zero at the bottom to 10 at the top.
Suppose we say that the top of the ladder represents the best possible life for you and the
bottom of the ladder represents the worst possible life for you. On which step of the ladder
would you say you personally feel you stand at this time, assuming that the higher the step
the better you feel about your life, and the lower the step the worse you feel about it? Which
step comes closest to the way you feel?
The Happy Life Years (HLY) then are calculated by multiplying the ladder of life score by life
expectancy for each country.
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3.5

Better Life Index

The OECD launched the ‘Better life index’ based on the conceptual approached visualized in
Figure 3.2. The OECD measures quality of life using 11 categories encompassing a
dashboard of 25 sub-indicators. It concerns:
1. Housing (Dwellings without basic facilities; Housing expenditure; Rooms per person)
2. Income (Household net adjusted disposable income; Household net financial wealth)
3. Jobs (Employment rate; Job security; Long-term unemployment rate; Personal
earnings)
4. Community (Quality of support network)
5. Education (Educational attainment; Student skills; Years in education)
6. Environment (Air pollution; Water quality)
7. Civic engagement (Consultation on rule-making; Voter turnout)
8. Health (Life expectancy; Self-reported health)
9. Life Satisfaction (Life satisfaction)
10. Safety (Assault rate; Homicide rate)
11. Work-Life Balance (Employees working very long hours; Time devoted to leisure and
personal care)
Most of these (sub)indicators can be derived from official statistics, with the exception of e.g.
life satisfaction, and quality of the support network. The OECD was hesitant to construct a
synthetic index since this could only be done ‘if individual level data as well as country level
data are available from the same survey’. OECD therefore presents a dashboard of 25
individual indicators related to the categories above. Via an interactive website, however,
OECD allows individuals to create their own composite index by weighting the various
dimensions according to what they consider more important for their well-being.
Figure 3.2: OECD framework for measuring well-being and progress (OECD, 2013)
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3.6

Reflection

From the indicators above, we feel ANS, ISEW and GPI best are not used as an alternative
reference indicator. These correct GDP for elements that do not contribute to well-being and
capital losses. Particularly dealing with natural, social and economic capital losses is an
important issue to consider in a resource-use or resource-efficiency index of nations. But the
aforementioned indices do not measure well-being or quality of life per se. We want to
measure how well the economy performs in terms of output (providing high quality lives),
given a certain resource-input.
Indices such as HDI, Happiness, HLY and BLI seem hence more useful indices for our
purpose. The BLI is rather comprehensive, but has as drawback that it consists of a
dashboard of 25 sub-indicators without aggregation. Just measuring happiness, as in the
World happiness report, seems not as comprehensive as measuring Happy Life Years
(HLY). The HDI finally has as advantage that it is published by the UNDP, which gives it a
more official character as the HLY which is calculated by a think-tank.
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4 Indicators for carbon, water, land and materials
4.1

Introduction

As indicated in section 2, the classical division in e.g. production and consumption
(‘footprint’) related indicators for carbon, water, land and materials has a number of
problems. A carbon footprint is an indicator measuring (the impact of) emissions rather than
resource use. Water and land are used to produce biotic materials (wood and agricultural
crops), which in turn are part of the material footprint. The carbon footprint is related to
extraction of fossil fuels or energy materials, which are also included in the material footprint.
The carbon footprint and the use of fossil fuels can be reduced by using biomass, leading to
higher land and probably higher water use. And ground- and river water use could be
reduced by desalination of sea water, with in turn requires significant amounts of energy.
The categories are hence not fully independent but ‘linked’ (e.g. Graedel and van der Voet,
2010), whereas the carbon footprint as an impact oriented indicator may not have a place at
all in a resource-use or resource-efficiency index of nations.
Having said this, it is however useful as an intermediate step to a proposal for a resourceuse or resource-efficiency index of nations to highlight some methods that create an
aggregated indicator within the ‘resource categories’ carbon, water, land and materials. We
discuss them in the next 4 sections. Note that these aggregated indicators are still
independent from the question if a territorial/production perspective or a
consumption/footprint perspective is chosen – we merely want to address the question how
aggregation within a category of resource pressures can be done. The inventory (see
chapter 2) determines if this pressure is calculated from a production or consumption
perspective.

4.2

Carbon

As indicated above, including an indicator for carbon is something of an oddity since usually
indicators for carbon relate to territorial or consumption-based carbon emissions, and it is
hence an indicator measuring impacts of emissions rather than resource input.
Usually different greenhouse gases (e.g. CO2, CH4, N2O) are aggregated on the basis of
the amount of solar radiation that they can retain within the atmosphere over a period of
time. The International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2013) provides for this purpose socalled Absolute Global Warming Potentials (AGWPs) for different greenhouse gases. If
expressed relative to the AGWP of CO2 which usually is taken as a reference, it is called the
Global Warming Potential (GWP). Usually a time horizon of 100 years is taken as default,
although also (A)GWPs for longer time horizons are published. These are generally seen as
less robust, but give better insight in the climate impacts of greenhouse gases with long life
times in the atmosphere. In Life cycle impact assessment it is commonplace to calculate in
this way the GWP caused by a large number of greenhouse gases emitted over the life-cycle
of a product as a so-called mid-point indicator. See for further details various authoritative
manuals in this field (e.g. Guinée, 2002; Goedkoop et al, 2009; Huijbregts et al., 2014).
An alternative to this emission-related indicator would be to calculate carbon truly as a
resource input to the economy. In energy statistics such an indicator would be Primary
production of energy. Eurostat defines this as “any extraction of energy products in a
useable form from natural sources. This occurs either when natural sources are exploited
(for example, in coal mines, crude oil fields, hydro power plants) or in the fabrication of
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biofuels”10.Primary energy production usually is expressed in tons of oil equivalent, but could
also be expressed in e.g. Joules. Such an indicator would clearly overlap with the domestic
material extraction discussed in section 4.5 ‘Materials’. There however coal, crude oil and
gas simply would be added up on a mass basis rather than their energy content, and energy
generated by hydro and solar power plants would be excluded (since not depending on
material extractions from nature).

4.3

Water

Water use is often divided into so-called ‘green’, ‘blue’ and ‘grey’ water use. Green water
comes from natural precipitation. Blue water is water extracted from rivers and aquifers for
human (including agricultural) use. Where ‘green’ and ‘blue’ water hence represent in
principle genuine water extractions, ‘grey’ water is used as a rather simple measure for
water pollution. If an emission of a toxic substance to water occurs, the grey water use is
calculated as the amount of water needed to dilute this emission so that the concentration of
the toxic substance is below a relevant toxicological standard. This way of calculating ‘grey
water’ use is heavily criticized – it mixes up an indicator for water pollution with an indicator
for water extraction, and it neglects in full the ‘fate assessment’ step that is standard in any
toxicological risk assessment or Life cycle impact assessment of toxic releases. For
instance, in grey water use calculations all emitted substances are assumed to be persistent
to eternity, while in practice many substances decompose more or less quickly.
Authors affiliated to the Water Footprint Network tend to calculate the Green, Blue and Grey
water use by economic sector or product (including agriculture) in m3, and add these
volumes simply up to a total (e.g. Gerbens-Leenes et al., 2009; Hoekstra and Mekkonen,
2012). In this simple way we also calculated recently the ‘Blue water footprint of nations’
(Tukker et al., 2014).
Such simple additive approached to calculating domestic water use (production perspective)
or water footprints (consumption perspective) have been severely criticized (e.g. Pfister and
Hellweg; 2009; Ridoutt and Huang, 2012; see also Pfister et al, 2009). Critics include:
a) Green water is not to be included. Natural vegetation also will extract rainwater, and
there no good reason to see why agricultural vegetation will extract more rainwater or
create undesirable by-effects. A counter-argument to this critique obviously is that
agricultural vegetation is largely removed from the land where it grows, implying the
water part of the plant is lost for other uses11.
b) Inclusion of grey water is complicated due to the factors mentioned above.
c) Only Blue water is to be seen as a resource-extraction. Yet, such blue water
extraction is much more severe in areas of high water stress as in areas where water
is abundant12.
The latter line of reasoning hence calls for weighting water extraction with some scarcity
index that is specific per country or river basin. The European Environment Agency defines
the water exploitation index (WEI), or withdrawal ratio, in a country as the mean annual total
10

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Glossary:Primary_energy_production
This discussion could be further refined by looking how much water (agricultural ore natural) vegetation uses
and dissipates via evapotranspiration, versus the water content of harvested plants. Only the latter is water
that gets lost by agriculture.
12
Ridoutt and Huang (2012) give the following example. In China, the water footprint of wheat grown in the highly
water-stressed northern Huang basin is 800 m3·tonne (t)−1, compared with 1,031 m3·t−1 in the water-rich
southern Chang basin (4). Simply showing the water footprint gives the impression that the efficiency of water
use in the Huang basin is positive, whereas in practice this level of water use may be (much) less sustainable
as the higher water use per ton in the Chang basin.
11
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abstraction of fresh water divided by the long-term average freshwater resources. The longterm average freshwater resource is derived from the long-term average precipitation minus
the long-term average evapotranspiration plus the long-term average inflow from
neighbouring countries. A withdrawal of less than 20% is seen as a situation of no stress.
Severe water stress can occur for WEI>40%, which indicates strong competition for water
(EEA, 2003). Building upon this concept of the Water exploitation index, Pfister et al. (2009)
proposed watershed specific Water stress indices, that can be used to weight blue water use
per river basin.
This watershed specific WEI (Pfister et al., 2009) is a further geographical refinement of the
Ecological Scarcity Method (Frischknecht et al., 2008). The latter is the default
characterisation model for water consumption at midpoint level as recommended by the
ILCD13 (EC, 2012). According to ILCD, at the endpoint level, all methods evaluated are too
immature to be recommended. However, the ReCiPe (Goedkoop et al., 2009/2013) method
may be used as an interim solution.

4.4

Land

Accounting for land use, and particularly if some kind of impact assessment is included, is
still relatively immature (e.g. Hauschild et al. 2013; Jolliet et al. 2014). A large number of
land use indicators exist, but many of them stay close to (life cycle) inventory data (Pfister et
al, 2014). Figure 4.1 and 4.2 allow for explaining some of the complexities involved. Note
that figure 4.1 already assumes that impacts on biodiversity (species richness) is to be used
as indicator for quality (reduction) caused by land use occupation and transformation. In
relation to Figure 4.1 and 4.2, one now can try to classify a number of often used land use
inventory and impact assessment methods.
The CML 2001 Life cycle impact assessment method, a very simple indicator for land use
(competition) is suggested (Guinée, 2002). It concerns simply the occupied land area
multiplied by the time of the occupation. For the type of annual accounting done in e.g. the
Global resource footprint of nations this simply boils down to the amount of m2 or km2 land
occupied by an economic activity in this year.
A main limitation of this simple approach is obvious: it does not take into account the original
‘quality’ of the land that is occupied. Next to land use occupation, the ecological footprint
hence also takes into account the capacity of different land cover types to produce resources
for humans (Wackernagel and Rees, 1996). Occupation of highly productive croplands is
hence seen as significantly worse as occupation of lowly productive pastures (e.g. Ewing et
al, 2010)14.
An indicator that also includes land productivity is the human appropriation of net primary
production (HANPP). For each geographical area (grid cell) it calculates the NPP left for
ecosystems between the current land use and a reference state: HANPP = natural state
NPP – reduction in NPP (by changing from the natural state to current land use) – harvested
NPP. The HANPP hence can be used to express land use in biomass loss in a specific year.

13
14

International Reference Life Cycle Data System (ILCD). http://eplca.jrc.ec.europa.eu/?page_id=86
The Ecological footprint method further adjusts for productivity differences between the same land types in
different countries. Finally the Ecological footprint methods also accounts for a form of virtual land use, i.e. the
amount of land that would have been required to capture CO2 emissions from fossil fuels in the form of
biomass or the area to grow biomass that can replace fossil fuel use. The latter aspect is less relevant for this
discussion paper
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Other indicators use biodiversity loss related to land use occupation or land use change as
an end-point (e.g. Croezen et al, 2011; Goedkoop et al, 2009/2013):
a) The Potential Disappeared Fraction of species (PDF). This parameter measures, by
geographical area / grid cell, the relative change in biodiversity compared to a
reference situation. For land occupation, this reference is the natural, pristine
situation that would have existed without any human intervention. For land
transformation, the reference is the situation after land use change.
b) The Mean Species Abundance (MSA). This indicator expresses the species richness
in a geographical area / grid cell compared to the species richness in a reference
situation.
Figure 4.1: Interpretation of Croezen et al. (2013) of the relationships applied in the ReCiPe
project for quantifying impact of land use on biodiversity (Goedkoop et al, 2009/2013)

PDF and MSA are closely related, as can be seen from the following formulas:
PDF calculated for occupation:

PDF calculated for transformation:

MSA
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Figure 4.2: Interpretation of Matilla et al. (2011) of work of Milá I Canals et al. (2007),
suggesting that land transformation can be considered as an occupation impact, related to a
certain time required to restore the system to a natural state. Prolonged occupation is then
seen as a delay to restoration to this state

Relation between MSA and PDF:

Further, in the context of Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) indicators related to emissions
and quality changes are suggested (emissions from land use and transformation; changes in
organic carbon content of land; nutrient losses; other emissions such as related to biomass
burning/clearing of land, erosion, etc.; see EC, 2010).
Apart from these quite different approaches to develop indicators related to land use, there
are additional complexities which include:
a) Some methods use a ‘natural reference situation’ with regard to the amount of
biomass produced, or amounts and diversity of species available in a specific
geographical area15. Obviously, this estimate of the reference brings in uncertainties,
while there is also discussion is a static or dynamic reference should be used (i.e.
using a ‘pristine’ or ‘current’ natural reference (e.g. Koellner and Scholz, 2007), or

15

For instance, the MSA counts only the original species in a particular area. The rationale behind this is that it
avoids counting other species that filled the niches left by the original species. The implication is for instance
that logging down pristine forest and replacing it by production forest, or the transformation of original
grassland into intensive agriculture results in a major loss of MSA since the original species are replaced.
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b)

c)
d)

e)

4.5

using some suitable existing land use as reference in the same area where the
transformation took place (Milà i Canals et al. 2007)).
Usually, current land use is not a matter of one transformation step from the natural
reference situation to a new state, e.g. build up land. Intermediate changes may have
occurred (e.g. from natural vegetation to production forest, from production forest to
agriculture, and from agriculture to build up land). This results in questions about
what to take as the reference situation, and if indeed a ‘natural reference situation’ is
taken, one has the option to allocate land use occupation and related quality losses
to the different land uses over time.
Assumptions with regard to the recovery time (and the question if full recovery is
possible and how to penalize less than full recovery) are highly uncertain.
Methods often apply implicit weighting of deviations of the reference situation across
geographical area. For instance, the HANPP simply counts the amount of biomass
removed regardless of the geographical area where it happens, and potential quality
impact on specific biotopes. The MSA counts the % loss of species per grid cell, and
then adds up implying that grid cells with a high species density with some loss are
penalized in comparison to grid cells with very low species density (e.g. deserts) with
no loss.
Inclusion or exclusion of indirect land use change effects. For instance, using palm oil
from existing production site for biofuel rather than food production, may indirectly
lead to land use change elsewhere to compensate for the lost food production (e.g.
Cramer, 2007).

Materials

4.5.1 Introduction
In section 4.5.2 we will discuss some classical economy-wide Material flow indicators.
Although such indicators can be used to express resource use and -efficiency in an
aggregate way, they have limitations. As we will show the main limitation is that materials
simply are aggregated by weight.
They do not provide information on either resource scarcity or impacts related to resource
use. For resource scarcity, it makes more sense to account for specific materials instead of
adding it all up. For environmental impacts, a connection must be made with environmental
impacts. Such approaches for adding materials in a weighted way are discussed in section
4.5.3 and 4.5.4.

4.5.2 Economy-wide Material Flow Accounts (EW-MFA)
Material indicators, and material efficiency indicators, are often drawn from Material Flow
Accounts. Economy-wide material flow accounting is a systematic and comprehensive
conceptual framework that allows describing the interaction of a domestic economy with its
natural environment and the rest of the world economy in physical terms (Eurostat 2012). It
accounts for flows of materials, except for water and air, in a given year. Several aggregate
indicators can be derived from this accounting framework, with DMC (Domestic Material
Consumption) being the currently most prominent one. Methods for calculating EW-MFAs
are highly standardized and implemented in international environmental accounting systems
such as the EU (see Eurostat, 2001 and Eurostat, 2013) and the SEEA framework of the UN
(UNSD, available at http://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/seea.asp).
From EW-MFA several aggregate indicators can be derived. Resource efficiency within EWMFA is usually measured as resource productivity in €/ton. As already indicated in chapter 2,
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in the Resource Efficiency Roadmap (European Commission 2011) “Gross Domestic
Product GDP/Domestic Material Consumption (DMC)” is proposed as lead indicator for
monitoring the general development of material productivity in Europe. Although called
“consumption” this indicator takes (in part) a regional approach. It does not take in full a
global consumption perspective and is hence not able to monitor shifting of environmental
burden to other countries via international trade. The DMC full includes Domestic Extraction
Used, but then uses only the actual mass of imported and exported products to calculate a
DMC. The upstream material requirements for imported and exported products hence are
neglected.
Methods to calculate upstream material requirements, and thus using a functional system,
are currently in development. There are basically two approaches for calculating these
upstream material requirements of traded products, similar to the difference between coefficient approaches and input-output approaches discussed in section 2.2.3 for water
accounts before. One approach identifies the imported products using detailed trade
statistics, and then uses a Life cycle impact assessment approach to estimate the upstream
primary material requirements. Another approach is the Input-output bases approach
discussed in section 2.2.3. In a hybrid account, these two approaches can be combined. All
these methods lead to the Raw Material Consumption (RMC) indicator, reflecting the total
global material extraction used related to consumption in a country. If also unused extraction
is accounted for (e.g. mine tailings in coal mining), one speaks of Total Material
Consumption (TMC). Figure 4.3 reviews how the different indicators focusing on materials
are related.
Figure 4.3: Scheme for EW-MFA and derived indicators (from: Eurostat16)

16

See: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/1798247/6191533/RME-project-Introduction.pdf/96bbe739-bfda47a2-99c7-cc3ec1048832, accessed 11.02.15
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Next to these economy-wide indicators for resource use, one can establish accounts for
specific materials (see Box 4.1). Since the aim of this project is to define an overall resource
use or –efficiency indicator for nations, we do not discuss these in more detail here.

Box 4.1: Accounting for specific materials
At the global level, the USGS statistics for production of metals and minerals provide information on the
amounts mined. This information is provided per country as well as worldwide, and therefore could be used as
the resource dimension of resource efficiency. It is not straightforward what the economic dimension should be.
In the literature we find indicators such as kg iron, aluminium or copper produced per capita, as well as per € of
GDP. This could give a picture of a society’s iron, aluminium or copper intensity. These indicators are generally
based on primary production.
Besides production, also the use of such materials is relevant. An indicator for materials use is the stock-in-use,
the total amount of a certain material being present in the technosphere. Stock information is scarce; it exists
only for a few materials on a global level. It is however very relevant information for resource efficiency, as these
stocks can be considered as potential secondary materials. Only recently has the attention for stocks begun to
grow and a few estimates and models are starting to become available. Stocks can be calculated from time
series information on flows, which has been attempted for a number of materials, especially metals, for various
countries and regions. For a circular economy, information on stocks in society is essential. As this is one of the
major ways forward to increase resource efficiency, indicators on stocks in society should be developed and the
database should be created to calculate those indicators.
Some indicators exist for specific materials regarding the waste stage. The amount of scrap generated is
generally part of USGS statistics, as is secondary production. The recycling rate is known for a only few
elements, for a greater number we have crude estimates at the global level. It is clear that recycling rates > 50%
can be found only for the very large scale metals such as iron and copper. For most smaller scale metals
recycling rates are quite low. This is an issue of concern for resource efficiency: closing loops and secondary
production are very important to improve resource efficiency. Whereas “general” MFA based information is
available, this is not the case for information on the use and waste stage of specific resources. The lack of such
data can be considered a major information gap for a resource policy aiming at a closed loop economy.

4.5.3 Methods using environmental impacts of resource use
For regional systems, especially countries, the total of environmental impacts of a nation
could be approached by using the emissions inventory. One could say that the aggregate
impacts of resource handling in societies is specified by measuring or estimating a nations
emissions. For functional systems, however, this is more complicated. Lately, there are
efforts to calculate so-called footprint indicators at the national level. The best known
indicator in this area, also included in the Roadmap’s dashboard, is the carbon (or CO2)
footprint. Of all specific footprint emissions, this is the only one that is used at the macrolevel of national economies. A database exists with a time series of 10 years, specifying CO 2
emissions of consumption, including emissions abroad. It was compiled using trade linked
EE-IOTs, again illustrating the versatility of this accounting tool. It is possible to compile
footprint emissions for other pollutants as well (Hertwich & Peters, 2009).
Such footprint accounts do use a functional system, but it is very difficult to relate them to the
use of specific resources, and therefore, resource efficiency. Another effort at specifying life
cycle or footprint impacts, in this instance explicitly related to resource use, is the EMC
indicator (van der Voet et al., 2005). This indicator uses MFA information to compile material
balances for national economies and adds Life cycle inventory (LCI) information to specify
life cycle impacts for each material. This offers information on the contribution of different
resources to different environmental impacts. It is specifically designed for the macro-level
as an indicator of “double decoupling”, and is still the most complete indicator for that
purpose. Although scaling down to sector level will be difficult, it can be broken down to
separate resources as well as separate impact categories.
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4.5.4 Methods based on scarcity and criticality
For resources, several impact categories have been developed for midpoint and endpoint
categories (see Annex 1). Impact assessment methods have been particularly developed for
abiotic resources. The diversity of methods developed is huge and there is no consensus on
one best method because the definitions of the problem are different (e.g., decrease of the
resource availability itself; decreasing reserves of useful energy/exergy; the contribution of
current or future extraction processes). Assuming that we adopt the definition that abiotic
depletion is about the decreasing availability of resources, there are still different methods
possible (only focusing on reserves, or also taking into account annual total rates of
extraction), and different definitions of ‘reserve’ can be adopted (economic reserves, ultimate
reserves, or also reserves in the economy (‘urban mining’)).
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5 Options for combining indicators for individual resource
categories to a single index
5.1

Introduction

In section 2.4 we narrowed the definition of resources down to raw materials that we extract
from the environment in order to use them in the economic processing and final use while
excluding emissions and related impacts on human and ecosystem health from either the
extraction, processing, use or waste management of these resources. However, we still are
dealing with a quite divergent number of resource types (metals, non-metallic minerals, fossil
fuels, biomass, natural water, and land).. For the purpose of one overall resource efficiency
index we need to further aggregate these results. For that, implicit or explicit weighting can
be applied. Options for this will briefly be discussed below, followed by a brief reflection on
the state-of-the-art in weighting of resource indicator results.
Huppes et al. (2012) drafted a survey of operational weighting methods applicable in LCA
(consumption based) and in larger systems like countries (production based) (Huppes et al.,
2012; Huppes & van Oers, 2011). The methods inventoried differed in terms of modelling
(midpoint or endpoint), with respect to the type of values and preferences involved (collective
or individual preferences) in the weighting, and in the basis for measuring them (revealed or
stated preferences) The weighting factors are based on values and preferences including
monetary values, political standards, or expert panel’s judgments (see annex 4).
The types of methods also can be classified as follows:
1) One-issue methods, so no weighting
2) Implicit weighting
3) Explicit weighting.

5.2

One-issue methods, no weighting

As to the methods classified under “single item methods,” these technically are no weighting
methods because they refer only to one impact category. One might interpret them as
weighting methods placing a fully dominant weight at the issue chosen, like the carbon
footprint leaving out all non-carbon impacts, the ecological footprint method that transforms
all impacts in essence to land use, or the externality school of thought that transforms all
impacts to damage costs.

5.3

Implicit weighting

The methods classified under “collective revealed preferences” (see annex 4) are not based
on the evaluation of different expected impacts and thus lack an explicit weighting step
across impact categories. These methods use distance-to-target for weight factors, or
effectively also other measures, like the (prevention) cost to reach a certain reduction target
for a specific impact or amount of emissions, to specify an overall score.
These methods touch on weighting but do not make that step explicitly or recognizably.
Apart from methodology issues like targets that are not only derived from environmental but
also include economic, technical etc. considerations, they still lack the inter-impact factor,
which indicates how important some impact is relative to another. All reduction targets for
specific impacts or emissions are treated as of equal importance, without any true weighting.
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Also in EW-MFA (Economy Wide Material Flow Analysis) implicit weighting has been
adopted in e.g. the DMC approach, where all materials are added on a mass basis (kg) and
no explicit weights between the different types of materials are defined.

5.4

Explicit weighting

This leaves the methods based on stated preferences (See Annex 2) as explicit weighting
method, be they individual utility-based or having some collective preference or value
element.
Explicit weighting is known from the field of multi-criteria analysis and has particularly been
developed and applied within LCA. Weighting is an optional step of LCIA in which the
(normalised) indicator results for each impact category assessed are assigned numerical
weighting factors according to their relative importance, multiplied by these factors and
possibly aggregated. Before weighting can be performed, the various indicator results must
first be converted into the same units. One possible method for this is normalisation.
If a midpoint modelling approach of impact indicators is adopted weighting needs to be
separately added to the impact modelling; if an endpoint modelling approach is adopted, and
the impact assessment is restricted to the area of protection of ‘resources’, the aggregation
of the mineral use, water use and land use is part of the endpoint modelling and the
valuation technically has become a one-issue method.

5.4.1 Midpoint-methods
When adopting midpoint modelling of the resource related impact categories, there are three
panel-based weighting factor sets available from 1) US EPA Science Advisory Board
(Lippiat, 2007); 2) BEES Stake-holder Panel (Lippiat, 2007); 3) NOGEPA (Huppes et al.,
2007). Originally, weighting factors are provided for 9 to 13 different midpoint impact
categories, depending on the method (see Annex 2). Weighting factors are thus provided for
climate change and acidification, but also for depletion of abiotic resources (fossil fuels and
minerals), water and land use. These midpoint impact categories to a large extent comply
with the midpoint impact categories as adopted in the ILCD Handbook. There are however
two restrictions:
x the NOGEPA panel didn’t derive weighting factors for the impact categories ‘resource
depletion’, ‘water depletion’ and ‘land use’.
x the weighting factor of EPA and BEES for resource depletion originally is narrowed
down to fossil fuels.
If we simply expand the EPA and BEES weighting factors for fossil fuels to include also
minerals, we can extrapolate from the original weighting sets of these two methods two
weighting sets for impacts of resources in a narrow sense. A third set is added representing
an average of the EPA and BEES sets:
EPA Science
Advisory Board
(Lippiat, 2007)

BEES Stake-holder
Panel (Lippiat, 2007)

average

Resource depletion
(minerals and fossils)

21

42

31

Resource depletion water

13

33

23

Land use

67

25

46
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5.4.2 Endpoint methods
In endpoint methods the weighting step is actually part of the endpoint modelling itself. For
example, climate change as midpoint point indicator is modelled with radiative forcing as
indicator expressed in the GWP; climate change as endpoint indicator is modelled from the
radiative forcing on to GWP on to damage to human health and damage to ecosystem
health. A third damage category in endpoint approaches is ‘damage to resource availability’
merging all abiotic, biotic, water and land ‘availability’ or ‘depletion’ impacts. Thus, at an endpoint level the mid-point impacts for 'abiotic resource depletion', 'water depletion' and 'land
use' are further modelled into effects on the end-point level. These effects are all part of one
end-point ‘damage to resource availability’. So, at the end-point level no additional weighting
is required anymore.
However, existing endpoint models including EPS2000, ReCiPe, Eco-Indicator 99 and
IMPACT2000+ only cover the ‘abiotic depletion’ part (fossil fuels, minerals) and are based
on quite new and immature endpoint modelling (EC , 2011). Moreover, there are no default
endpoint models for ‘water depletion’ and ‘land use’ (in terms of occupation).

5.5

Reflection

We advise to always apply explicit weighting because implicit weighting basically assumes
equal weights for the different impact categories, which is still a weighting. Because
weighting has a value-based normative nature, it is of utmost importance to be fully
transparent on the process towards weighting factors. This hence suggests that the routes
discussed in Section 5.2 and 5.4 should be pursued. Assuming that underlying data and
methods for e.g. water, land and material indicators are available, the data needs for the
weighting step are relatively modest. The explicit weighting as discussed in section 5.4
needs only some kind of panel procedure, which seems relatively straightforward to
organize, or otherwise even can rely on earlier weights suggested by panel procedures done
earlier (Huppes and van Oers, 2011). The one-issue weighting methods discussed in section
5.2 in many cases are relatively uncomplicated (e.g. cumulative energy demand, carbon
footprint), or can be based on well-elaborated methods (e.g. as is the case for the ecological
footprint). A problem may occur however if the method or related data for translation of
certain impacts into the ‘one issue’ chosen is not fully available yet. This could for instance
be the case if one would chose damage costs as the ‘one issue’: to our knowledge there is
still limited availability of the damage costs for resource- and water extraction, particularly if
local impacts around the globe have to be considered.
From the explicit weighting methods discussed in section 5.4, the only ones that provide
practical sets of weighting factors are the EPA Science Advisory Board and the BEES Stakeholder Panel (Lippiat, 2007). On top of that, an average could be made out of these two sets.
However, again realizing that weighting is highly value-based and leads to weighting factors
on which there is no general consensus at any societal level, it may sensible to derive a new
set of specific weighting factors for 'abiotic resource depletion', 'water depletion' and 'land
use' based on expert judgments from the resource experts, for example representatives from
the UNEP International Resource Panel.
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6 Conclusions, key discussion points and
recommendations
From the analysis in this discussion paper we can already see that the conclusion inevitably
will be problematic: there are many ways to define resource categories, there are many
ways to aggregate resources within categories, and there are many ways to aggregate (or
weight) between resource categories. There is hence most probably no value-free or fully
science-based approach to create an aggregated resource-use or resource-efficiency index
of nations.
Chapter 2 already indicated some of the key decisions that had to be made with regard to
the question if one just would like to account for resource use, or also would like to use
impacts of resource use as a factor to be taken into account in the index. We there
discerned the following levels
1. Level 1: impacts of resources used are not accounted for. This leads to for instance a
simple addition of water extraction in m3, without taking into account that water
extracted in river basins with water scarcity is worse as water extractions from river
basins with abundant water.
2. Level 2: impacts of resources are included, as far as this has to do with extraction
and scarcity. In the example of water above, one would assess water extraction from
river basins where water scarcity exists as less desirable.
3. Level 3: impacts of resources are included, including all emissions over the full life
cycle of extraction, transformation, use and waste management. An example of this
is the Environmentally Weighted Material Consumption (EMC) indicator, that adds up
the use of materials as a function of volume and life cycle impact.
We chose in this discussion paper for level 2, since level 1 clearly leads to a too simplistic
approach, while level 3 makes things extremely complicated. Resources are used in
numerous products, that often create impacts which only partially can be attributed to the
resources used in that product, leading to all kinds of allocation discussions. Since resources
end up in virtually all products used in the global economy, one would end up with the need
of some kind of global impact assessment. To keep things manageable, we here opt for just
taking impacts of resource extraction into account17.
Having chosen this position, the former sections do indicate some points on which a
reasonable agreement seems to exist, and also identifies some clear points for discussion.
When building a resource-use or resource-efficiency index of nations, the following elements
play a role:
a) Making an inventory of relevant environmental and economic data (compare chapter
2)
b) Defining an economic reference indicator (compare chapter 3)
c) Defining resource categories to be included, and aggregation methods within
resource categories (compare chapter 4)
d) Defining methods to aggregate across resources/weighting (compare chapter 5)

17

To be self-critical, we would like to make the following remark. The popular booklet ‘The global resource
footprint of nations’ (Tukker et al., 20014) used for water, materials and land indicators that simply aggregated
cubic meters of blue water, tons of materials, and km2 of land occupied. It did not take into account local water
scarcity, scarcity of materials, or land productivity. This discussion paper suggests taking such factors into
account is essential.
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We summarize the discussions and choices to be made below. Overall we can conclude the
following
a) Data inventory methods: reasonable to high consensus. MR EE IO and co-efficient
methods are now quite widely used to make inventories of territorial and consumption
based accounts for water, materials, land use and carbon. There are significant
uncertainties, but it seems that the scientific community is converging on
methodologies here, and that it is mainly a matter of getting more accurate and
detailed data as that major conceptual discussions remain. Also the data sources
used for resource extraction and land use are converging, with FAOSTAT highly
relevant for water use, land use and biotic material use, the IEA database highly
relevant for fossil fuel extraction, and databases like USGS highly relevant for other
resource extractions. Initiatives of a.o. the UNEP International Resources Panel and
the Water Footprint Network are helping to consolidate such data sets. But
particularly when one wants to calculate consumption-based indicators, the time
investment for gathering data on linking extraction to consumption (economic and
trade relations) will be very high compared to defining and calculating the indictors as
such.. For pragmatic reasons, it is suggested that WRF for now will use one of the
existing, major so-called MR EE IO research databases in which economic and
resource extraction data are stored at global level.
b) Economic reference indicator: reasonable to high consensus. GDP, with all its
drawbacks, is the default economic reference indicator to be used. From the
Beyound GDP debate fairly well accepted indicators arose like the Human
Development Index and the number of Happy Life Years.
c) Aggregation methods within resource categories:
a. Carbon: high consensus on the aggregation method (GWP); but low
consensus if a carbon footprint should be included in a resource use or
resource efficiency index of nations, being an impact indicator (related to level
3 discussed above) rather than a resource use indicator.
b. Water: moderate consensus. The Water extraction index and its elaboration
by Pfister et al. (2009), the Water stress index, is a watershed specific
measure for the use of water from river and aquifers and seems the best
candidate for a resource use index for water (related to level 2 discussed
above). An important discussion is however if also for the use of rain water
should be accounted for, and if yes, how this then should be operationalized.
Simply adding up water use in m3 irrespective of the region where it is used,
as done by the Water footprint network, is not ideal since it neglects regionspecific scarcity issues..
c. Land: moderate consensus. Accounting for land use occupation in m2 is
hardly controversial (level 1 mentioned above), but if one wants to include
some form of impacts of land use occupation things get different. First, there
is a difference between land use occupation and land use change. Further,
there are approaches that take into account the productivity of the land
occupied (e.g. the ecological footprint method), but also approaches that
assess according to the impact on e.g. biodiversity.
d. Materials: low consensus. Like for land use, adding up materials by weight
(level 1 above) as is commonplace in the MFA community is a rather simple
exercise. But it has severe drawbacks, since neither scarcity nor the impacts
related to materials is taken into account. Indicators that include the impacts
of emissions related to resource use (level 3 above) are less desirable in a
framework focusing on resource use mainly (compare the discussion on
carbon). In the Life cycle impact assessment community different assessment
methods for materials based on scarcity indicators (level 2 above) are
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relatively mature. But since they are based on quite different principles one
must conclude there is overall still low consensus.
d) Weighting/aggregating across resource categories: low consensus. As discussed in
chapter 5 some panel weighting methods have been developed, that seem to be in
line reasonably with each other when it comes down to weight water depletion,
resource depletion and land use. Yet, this apparent consensus is mainly due to the
fact that few studies on weighting have been tried, and that there are hence much
more diverse views as apparent from this discussion paper. For instance, in the MFA
community currently a lively discussion on a ‘safe operating space’ for resource use
has started, that in turn could be used for weighting purposes as well.
Given the state of the art above, a resource use or resource efficiency index for nations
hence by definition will be subjective. Indeed, even indicators for individual resources like
land, water and materials will be subjective. A pragmatic way forward could be:
a) Simply to get some visual impression how a resource use or resource efficiency
indicator of Nations could look like, use the (simple, as called above ‘level 1’) water-,
materials, and land indicators per country as calculated by Tukker et al. (2014) as a
basis and combine them with the weights discussed in chapter 5.
b) In a more advanced approach, which needs additional resources, use
a. For water: use the Water stress index of Pfister et al. (2009)
b. For land: use land occupation corrected for land use productivity (e.g.
applying the HANPP method or elements of the ecological footprint method)
c. For materials: use one of the scarcity based assessment methods, one that
has currently a good endorsement in the LCIA community
d. Weight these 3 indicators then again with the panel-based weights reviewed
in chapter 5, or do some additional investment in developing specific
weighting factors via a dedicated WRF-related panel.
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Annex 1: Review of midpoint and end-point impact
categories
In this Annex we review the impact categories (both mid-point as end-point) as usually
applied in Life cycle impact assessment. With regard to mid-point categories (Table A1.1) we
can see that the diversity and overlap in impact categories among different methods is huge.
Sometimes it is merely a matter of semantics and the differences are likely to be minor,
sometimes differences are much more fundamental. For example, the way that EPS2000
(Steen 1999a,b) defines midpoint impact categories is fundamentally different from the way
that Guinée et al. (2002), Hauschild and Potting (2005) and Bare (2011) have done.
EPS2000 basically is an endpoint-approach and derives midpoint impact categories from
endpoints. Guinée et al. (2002), Hauschild and Potting (2005) and Bare (2011) define
midpoint impact categories basically from problem-oriented cross-media approach adopting
environmental themes as defined in environmental policy (Anonymous 1992a).
Table A1.2 shows that the diversity in damage or endpoint impact categories among
different methods is significant but not as huge as for midpoint impact categories. The
differences are actually dominated by the approach taken in LIME. LIME choose to use the
same names for midpoint and endpoint impact categories elaborating different indicators for
each of them, which results in two similar lists of LIME impact categories in Table A1.1 and
Table A1.2.
As part of Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) methods have been developed for
assessing the depletion of abiotic resources over the past decades. These methods
predominantly focus on the depletion of abiotic resources, i.e. natural resources (including
energy resources) regarded as non-living, e.g. zinc ore, crude oil, wind energy (Guinée et al.
2002). This focus is thus different from the focus on materials above. .Abiotic resource
depletion is one of the most frequently discussed impact categories and there is
consequently a wide variety of methods available for characterising contributions to this
category. To a large extent these different methodologies reflect differences in problem
definition. For this reason, there is also no generally accepted method to assess the
depletion of abiotic resources.
Reviews of existing Impact assessment methods for the depletion of abiotic resources are
provided in several publications. Broadly speaking, the available methods fall into six groups,
reviewed very briefly below (Guinée et al. 2002).
1. No assessment or aggregation (e.g. Lindfors, 1996)
2. Aggregation of natural resource extractions on a mass basis (e.g. Lindfors et al., 1995c).
3. Aggregation and assessment based either on a) ‘ultimate reserves’, i.e. the quantity of
resource (as a chemical element or compound) that is ultimately available, estimated by
multiplying the average natural concentration of the resource in the primary extraction
media (e.g. the earth’s crust) by the mass or volume of these media (e.g. the mass of the
crust) (Guinée, 1995); or b) on ‘economic reserves’, i.e. that part of the reserve base 18
which can be economically extracted at the time of determination (United States
Department of the Interior - Bureau of Mines, 1993) and/or current extraction rate. The
method of Heijungs et al. (1992) is an example of assessment based on reserves.
Alternative assessment methods proceed from resource extraction rates relative to
reserves (see Guinée & Heijungs, 1995 and Ekvall et al., 1997), from extraction rates
only (Goedkoop, 1995) or from per capita reserves (see Hauschild & Wenzel, 1998); or
C) on AADP (e.g. work of L. Schneider).
18

The reserve base is that part of an identified resource that meets specified minimum physical and chemical
criteria related to current mining practice (United States Department of the Interior - Bureau of Mines, 1993).
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Table A1.1. Lists of midpoint impact categories (Guinée et al., 2014)
Midpoint categories

1

1. Abiotic resource depletion
2. Depletion of abiotic resources
3. Depletion of biotic resources
4. Depletion of element reserves (element)
5. Depletion of fossil reserves (Coal)
6. Depletion of fossil reserves (Gas)
7. Depletion of fossil reserves (Oil)
8. Depletion of mineral reserves (ore)
9. Mineral extraction
10. Mineral resources consumption
11. Gravel
12. Energy resources
13. Non-renewable energy
14. Fossil fuel consumption
15. Fossil fuel depletion
16. Resource depletion, water
17. Resources
18. Fish and meat production capacity
19. Crop production capacity
20. Wood production capacity
21. Forest resources consumption
22. Freshwater
23. Land competition
24. Land occupation
25. Agricultural land occupation
26. Natural land transformation
27. Rural land occupation
28. Land use
29. Impacts of land use
30. Share of species extinction [NEX]
31. Loss of biodiversity
32. Loss of life support functions

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X
X
X
X
X

1=IMPACT2002+ (Jolliet et al. 2003b); 2= ReCiPe (Goedkoop et al. 2012); 3= EI99 (Goedkoop and
Spriensma1999) ; 4= CML 2002 (Guinée et al. 2002); 5= EDIP 2003 (Hauschild and Potting 2005); 6= EPS 2000
(Steen 1999a,b); 7=LIME2 (Itsubo and Inaba 2012); 8=LUCAS (Toffoletto et al. 2007); 9=Swiss Ecoscarcity 2006
(Frischknecht et al. 2009); 10=TRACI 2.0 (Bare 2011); 11=ILCD (EC-JRC 2011)
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Table A2.12: Default lists of damage or endpoint impact categories (Source: Guinée 2014).
Damage or endpoint categories
1. Resources
2. Biodiversity
3. Land use
4. Mineral resources consumption
5. Fossil fuel consumption
6. Forest resources consumption

1 3 6 7
X X X
X
X
X
X
X

1=IMPACT2002+ (Jolliet et al. 2003b); 3= EI99 (Goedkoop and Spriensma 1999); 6= EPS 2000 (Steen 1999a,b);
7=LIME2 (Itsubo and Inaba 2012)

4. Aggregation and assessment based on the cost of ‘restoring’ the resource to its original,
natural state, or on the costs associated with substituting current extraction processes by
presumed ‘sustainable’ processes. Pedersen (1991) and Steen (1995) describe such
methods.
5. Aggregation and assessment based on energy content or exergy content or consumption
(e.g. Finnveden, 1996b; see also Ayres et al., 1996 and Ayres, 1998). Exergy is the
amount of energy that can be obtained when matter is brought reversibly into equilibrium
with its surroundings. It is the fraction of the energy content that can be used for work (=
available energy). The exergy consumed is the exergy of the resources extracted as
input minus the exergy of the outputs (Finnveden, 1996b). Finnveden suggests that the
potential exergy of an ore might be used as a measure for depletion of abiotic resources
in LCA.
6. Aggregation and assessment based on the change in the anticipated environmental
impact of the resource extraction process due to lower-grade deposits having to be
mined in the future. This method is described by Blonk et al. (1997a) and Müller-Wenk
(1998) among others. It has been operationalised for metal ores and energy resources.
In the case of metal ores, the virtual additional energy that will be required for future
extraction processes is estimated. This additional energy, and the energy content of
energy resources, are converted into the weighting indices of the Eco-indicator 95
approach by performing an LCA for the transformation of 1 kg ‘heavy-grade’ oil into
thermal energy. Within the Eco-indicator 99 methodology a method has been developed
based on that of Müller-Wenk (1998) (Goedkoop & Spriensma, 1999).
There is as yet no consensus about what constitutes the best category indicator for ‘abiotic
depletion’, the choice depending crucially on the definition of the problem. Although in most
publications the problem of abiotic depletion is not precisely defined, four groups of
definitions can be broadly distinguished, based on what is seen as the key problem:
A. the decrease of the resource itself – method groups 2 and 3
B. the decreasing reserves of useful energy/exergy in the world – method groups 5 and 7
C. the contribution of current extraction processes, or possible ‘restoration’ of the resource,
to other impact categories (in the first case, this means that resource depletion is not in
fact regarded as a separate environmental problem at all, as the environmental impacts
of extraction processes are already included in LCAs (cf. Finnveden, 1996a) – method
groups 1 and 4
D. the change in the environmental impact of extraction processes at some point in the
future (e.g. as a result of having to extract lower-grade ores or recover materials from
scrap) – method groups 4 and 6.
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We will not further determine here what would be the preferred method as that is not the
scope of this discussion paper; for this we refer to for example Guinée et al. (2002) or ILCD
(2010). Within each option there are more choices to make. If the decrease of the resource
itself is taken as the key problem (option A), and assessment based on reserves and/or
current extraction rates is preferred (method group 3), there is still room for debate on
several points such as on which of the many types of reserves do we consider: economic
reserves, ultimate reserves in primary media (ore, fossil fuels) or also reserves in the
economy (in products, scrap)?
For the assessment of abiotic resource depletion on the midpoint level the CML method
(Oers et al., 2002) is recommended in the ILCD framework (EC, 2012). The method
captures scarcity by including extraction as well as reserves of a given resource.
Characterization factors are given for metals, fossil fuels and, in the case of reserve base
and economic reserves, mineral compounds. In addition, the method covers most of the
substances/materials identified as critical by the European Commission’s Ad-hoc Working
Group on defining critical raw materials (European Commission 2010).
Data on reserves and production are taken
(http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/mcs/).

from

the

US

Geological

Survey

Oers et al. (2002) give characterization factors for economic reserves, reserve base, and
ultimate reserves. The characterization factors given for the reserve base are recommended,
as this reflects a longer time horizon and the possibility of improvement in mining
technology, making feasible the exploitation of previously sub-economic deposits. The
reserve base includes deposits which meet certain minimal chemical and physical
requirements to potentially become economically exploitable within planning horizons.
In an updated version of Oers et al. (2002) the impact category “abiotic resource depletion”
is split up into two for “elements” and “fossil energy”. Fossil fuels are assumed to be full
substitutes.
At the endpoint level, all methods evaluated are too immature to be recommended.
However, the ReCiPe method (Goedkoop et al., 2009/2013) may be used as an interim
solution.
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Annex 2: Weighting factors of three panel panel-based
weighting sets

ILCD draft recommended
midpoint impact categories

Climate change
Ozone depletion
Acidification
Eutrophication, terrestrial
Eutrophication, fresh water
Eutrophication, marine
Photochemical
ozone
formation

Human toxicity cancerous
Human toxicity non-cancerous
Particulate matter/Respiratory
inorganics
Fresh water ecotoxicity

Impact category on midpoint
level

Panel weighting set
EPA
Science
Advisory
Board
(Lippiat,
2007)

BEES
Stakeholder
Panel
(Lippiat,
2007)

NOGE
PA
(Huppes
et
al.,
2007)

%
16
5
5
5

%
29
2
3
6

%
32
5
6
13

Photochemical
ozone
formation
Human
health
((non)cancerous)
Human health cancerous
Human health non-cancerous
Human
health
criteria
pollutants
Ecotoxicity
Fresh water ecotoxicity
Marine ecotoxicity
Terrestrial ecotoxicity

6

4

8

resource depletion (fossil fuel)
Water intake
Indoor air quality
Habitat alteration
Total

5
3
11
16
100

Climate change
Ozone depletion
Acidification
Eutrophication

11

16

6

8
5
9

11

7
6
8
5

Ionizing
radiation,
human
health
Ionizing radiation, ecosystems
Resource depletion (minerals
fossils and renewables)
Resource depletion water
Land use
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10
8
3
6
100

100
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Annex 3: Taxonomy and classification of weighting
methods
Figure A3.1: Taxonomy of weighting methods
WEIGHTING
METHODS

SINGLE ITEM
METHODS

Value based
weights

Preference
based weights

Individual
preferences

Ordinal
weights,
lexicographic

1. No genetically
modified crops;
2. No competition
with food;
3. ...

Collective
preferences

Revealed
preferences

Stated
preferences

Hedonic pricing :
actual pay for
avoided damage

Panel 3 Willingness-to-pay for
reduced damage

Panel 1 Representative persons
views

Footprint, as
potential
landuse required

Maximum
estimate of WTP:
budget constraint

Panel 4 Willingness-to-accept
extra damage

Panel 2 Representative normative
positions

Carbon Footprint

Allowable cost for
reaching targets/
Damage prevention

Energy Input

Distance-to-target
methods

Mass Input

Government
weights (public
declaration)

Exergy loss

Allowable cost for
restauration/
compensation

Entropy increase

Private emIssion
or damage
prevention cost

Revealed
preferences

Induced cost of
emission/damage prevention

Substantially
operational
Operationality
might be improved

Actual cost for
restauration/
compensation
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Table A3.1: Classification of quantified operational weighting methods
Modelling
level

Interventions

Midpoint

Weighting
type
Collective
stated
preferences
Nonmonetised
Panel 1

Ecotax
(98/02/06)
(Finnveden
et al, 2006)
BEES
and
EPA
(Lippiatt,
2007)

Collective
revealed
preferences
NonMonetised
monetised
DTT
Damage
prevention
cost
Ecopoints
(Frischknecht
et al, 2008)

Individual
stated
preferences
Monetised

EDIP
(Wenzel
et
al.,
1997,
Hauschild
and Wenzel,
1998)

Ecovalue08
(Ahlroth
&
Finnveden
2009)

Single
item
methods

WTP Panel 3

Ecological
Footprint
(Wackernage
l et al, 2005)
Cumulative.
Fossil Energy
Demand,
CED
(Huijbregts et
al, 2005)

Nogepa
(Huppes et
al.,
1995/2007)
Endpoint

Ecoindicator
99
(Goedkoop &
Spriensma,
2000)

ReCiPeshadow
prices
(de
Bruyn et al.,
2010)
Ecocosts/Value
Ratio
(Vogtländer
et al, 2009)

ReCiPedamage cost
(Heijungs,
2008).
LIME
(Itsubo et al.,
2004).

EPS
(Steen, 1999)
Budget
constrained
WTP
(Weidema,
2009)
NEEDS
(Preiss
&
Klotz, 2008)

Integrated
modelling
and
weighting

Damage cost
GHG
emissions
(Tol (2008)
(Stern, 2007)
Damage cost
resource
extractions
(Weitzman,
1999)

Note: in the scope of the Resource Efficiency Index the methods mentioned as ‘integrated
modelling and weighting’ are not relevant. The methods of Preiss et al (2008), Tol (2008)
and Stern (2008) are restricted to the evaluation of emissions and do not include extraction
of resources. Weitzman (1999) focuses on valuation of resources but the method is
restricted to (a limited number of) mineral extractions and land use and water use are not
included.
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